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Section III: Concept 10:Section III: Concept 10:
Flexibility and StretchingFlexibility and Stretching
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FlexibilityFlexibility

Is the ability of a joint to move freely through 
its full range of motion

Flexibility is an important but often neglected 
part of an exercise program

The importance of flexibility for health and 
well-being becomes more important with age
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Benefits of FlexibilityBenefits of Flexibility

Freedom of 
movement (ROM)
Decreased risk 
of back pain 
– i.e. hamstring flexibility
Decreased 
risk of injury
Improved athletic 
performance 
– e.g. swimming, gymnastics
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Flexibility and Back PainFlexibility and Back Pain

Short and tight Short and tight 
muscles cause muscles cause 
poor posture poor posture 
which leads to which leads to 
back painback pain
A main cause of A main cause of 
lumbar lumbar lordosislordosis is is 
weak abdominals weak abdominals 
and short hip and short hip 
flexors (QCs). flexors (QCs). 
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Flexibility and Back PainFlexibility and Back Pain
Stretching the QCs is 
as important as 
strengthening the 
abdominal muscles 
Resulting in long and 
strong muscles to 
keep the body in 
proper alignment 

reduce the strain on 
the vertebra and risk 
of back pain
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Facts about FlexibilityFacts about Flexibility

Flexibility is joint 
specific
Flexibility is 
enhanced when body 
is warm
–↑20% 
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Factors Influencing FlexibilityFactors Influencing Flexibility
Anatomy
–– type of joint (ex. ball and socket vs. hinge)type of joint (ex. ball and socket vs. hinge)
–– muscle or fat (both can restrict movement)muscle or fat (both can restrict movement)
–– elasticity of muscles, tendons, and ligamentselasticity of muscles, tendons, and ligaments

Gender (females (females > > males)males)
–– bone structure bone structure 
–– choice of  physical activitieschoice of  physical activities
–– Sex hormonesSex hormones

Race
–– Middle easterners and Indians Middle easterners and Indians ↑↑ flexibility flexibility 
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Factors Influencing FlexibilityFactors Influencing Flexibility

Age (↓ with aging)
–– muscle atrophy and replaced with fibrous muscle atrophy and replaced with fibrous 

tissuetissue
– ↓activityactivity
Injury to muscle tissue and tight skin
from excessive scar tissue has a 
negative effect on joint range of
motion.
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Influence of Age on FlexibilityInfluence of Age on Flexibility
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Influence of Age on FlexibilityInfluence of Age on Flexibility

•Flexibility typically decreases when 
children are young but increases as they 
move beyond pubescence.

•Flexibility peaks in the mid 20's and then 
begins to decrease as the connective 
tissue is replaced with more fibrous 
tissues.
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Influence of Age on FlexibilityInfluence of Age on Flexibility

•The pattern of activity in the lifespan follows 
a very similar pattern.  
•Thus, it may be the decrease in flexibility 
seen with age is also related to the 
corresponding decrease in activity.  
•The old wisdom "use it or lose it" definitely 
applies to flexibility.  
•Therefore, to maintain flexibility it is 
important to remain active throughout life.
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Types of StretchingTypes of Stretching

Stretching: an exercise designed to increase 
ROM by stretching the muscles, tendons, 
and ligaments beyond accustomed level 
(overload)
Static
– Involves holding a position after gradually 

lengthening a muscle throughout the full 
range of motion for a specified length of time.
»The final position is held for a few seconds

– Most popular for general fitness and least 
risky
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Types of StretchingTypes of Stretching
Proprospective neuromuscular facilitation 
(PNF)
– Based on “contract and relax” method, where 

force is applied by assisting person and a force 
in the opposite direction is applied by the 
person being stretched

– Usually used in rehabilitation
Ballistic
– Is a jerky, rapid, and bouncy movements that 

provide the necessary force to lengthen the 
muscles.

– High risk of injury
– Done by athletes but not recommended for 

general public
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Static StretchingStatic Stretching

Stretch slowly until 
tension or feeling mild 
discomfort 
Hold stretch for 10-30 
sec.
Increase stretch a bit 
more
– developmental stretch
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FIT Formula FIT Formula 
(Static Stretching)(Static Stretching)

F 3 - 7 times per week

I 10% beyond normal length of muscle or 
feeling mild-moderate discomfort (no pain)

T 10-60 seconds

Since flexibility is joint specific it is important to 
stretch different muscle groups
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Common MovementsCommon Movements

Flexion
Extension
Abduction
Adduction
Rotation
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Stretching Aids/TechnologyStretching Aids/Technology

Stretching ropes can 
make it easier to 
execute and hold 
stretches properly
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Stretching PrecautionsStretching Precautions

Don't force stretch to the point of pain
– To point of mild discomfort
Choose safe exercises
Avoid overstretching weak muscles
– Remember to stretch what you strengthen 

and strengthen what you stretch.
Use good technique
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Assessing FlexibilityAssessing Flexibility

Make sure that you are warmed up 
prior to testing.
Follow the instructions as close as 
possible since the best use of the 
results is to compare scores over time.

Lab 10a 
info
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Areas Needing StretchingAreas Needing Stretching

Hamstrings
Inner thigh
Calf
Hip flexors
Lower back
Chest / shoulders

Lab 10b
info

In Lab 10b, you can In Lab 10b, you can 
plan a stretching plan a stretching 
program to address program to address 
your personal needsyour personal needs

See “On the Web”10-5 for 
examples of stretches
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Lab 10a InformationLab 10a Information
Evaluating FlexibilityEvaluating Flexibility

Perform each of the stretches in the lab
– Be sure to check left and right separately
Complete ratings and then evaluate 
your personal flexibility needs 
according to your results.

Return to 
presentation
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Lab10b InformationLab10b Information
Planning and Logging Stretching ActivityPlanning and Logging Stretching Activity

Set goals for doing specific 
stretches during the week
Monitor progress using logging 
charts

Return to 
presentation
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Hamstring StretchesHamstring Stretches

BAD GOOD

Standing 
Toe Touch

Back Saver Hamstring StretchBar Stretch

BAD
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Shin and Quadriceps Shin and Quadriceps 
StretchesStretches

BAD GOOD

Standing Stretch

Shin Stretch Quad Stretch

GOOD

Return to 
presentation
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